relationship between the Welsh and the Irish in the anthracite fields of the 1870s. This example highlights the different experiences of two ethnic groups, but Lewis provides no examples of an immigrant group with a number of characteristics similar to the Welsh, such as German Jewish immigrants. German Jews, although they needed to overcome linguistic and religious barriers to acceptance by American public opinion and public officials, commanded a formidable arsenal comparable to the Welsh. Many of them, as Reform Jews, belonged to a faith which prided itself on its adaptability and willingness to fit into the parameters of their host societies. Although they operated in very different vocational niches than the Welsh, they also achieved success as merchants, manufacturers, and bankers. Their value system conformed to mainstream America as it emphasized hard work, education, and upward vocational mobility. Another asset was their patriotism, reflected in the celebration of national holidays, their veneration of national heroes, and a strong attachment to the American Revolution.
An understanding of the Welsh assimilation experience is enhanced by an awareness of the similarities and differences with other immigrant groups. Although the Welsh had an easier and faster assimilation process, even they did not obtain immediate and unconditional acceptance. Other immigrant groups of the era, such as the Chinese, Irish, and Mexicans, faced a much longer and difficult path to assimilation. McAteer's work is undeniably significant and his extensive research is evident. He presents a chronological history of Monongah, West Virginia and its development; from a briar town to its role in the country's largest coal producing company. Having been founded on incestuous agreements, consolidations and on exploitative economic principles, its explosion, and the fallout landed on the backs of its laboring families, according to McAteer, may have been imminent.
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